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The listening, responsive church operates with an understanding of its core values of mission and ministry and
lovingly brings them to life in ways that meet the needs of growing disciples whatever their stage or state of
life. A capital campaign should be conducted in  One of the aims of the strategic plan is to capitalize on the
combination of Spirit-filled planning and risk that have characterized these initiatives and to apply these
methods in many areas. This is often referred to as recruitment, retention and transformation of members. We
can do this by: 1 Forming long-term relationships with local churches. When someone is responsible for
completing a goal and is managed by a structured performance management process, goals have a much better
chance of being completed. You can get Adobe Reader free here a new window will open so you can
download it without leaving this page. Hold committee meetings once a month. The global economic
recession hit hard in the fall of  Imagine taking a vacation without first deciding where you are going or how
you will get there. Directly collect data using defined questions, defined methods, for a defined period.
Contact churches and parents for interest. Subscribe For Free eBook! When offered missional transformation
opportunities, our congregation responds in amazing ways. He accepted an invitation to meet with the Session,
staff and the committee, and we became engaged with the fundamental difference between making disciples
and institution building. Require all leaders to attend two leadership conferences each year. In these trying
times a central question is how do we build our ministry on the gospel message of abundance? But deferred
maintenance is a critical problem. Recent Posts. Invite parents to be adult guests at camp. Posted by
EdwardGreen. Church business planning allows the ability to map out strategic steps to help your organization
achieve their mission and vision. It is important to intentionally identify and connect talent with opportunities.
Context for our Five Initiatives Listen and Respond We learned from First Wave and from experiences of the
past year that First Presbyterian Church members yearn for a church that is responsive to personal and spiritual
needs of members and to needs in the wider community. Yet, First Presbyterians have stepped forward boldly
in response to suffering and loss in the community and within the congregation.


